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Detroit up to the Time of the Fire:
Detroit was founded in 1701 by Antoine de Ia Mothe Cadillac, claiming in original documents in Quebec
(the capitol of New France claimed by France) that his original grant was all the lands on both sides of
the Detroit River extending northerly from where it flowed into Lake Erie. At that time the Detroit River
was considered to also be Lake St. Clair as well as the St. Clair River flowing from the south end of Lake
Huron into Lake St. Clair. French maps in the 18TH century (based on France’s claim of sovereignty over
what is now Canada and the Great Lakes area) show détroit (French, meaning a strait) labelled for the
entire distance on maps, beginning at what is now called the St. Clair River at what is now the City of
Port Huron at the south end of Lake Huron for the entire distance S’ly to Lake Erie. Although seeming to
validate Cadillac’s claim, all private claims of title stemming from French grants or perceived grants and
leases or claims of settlement based on possession were centered on his fort, Fort Pontchartrain, in
what is now downtown Detroit. The French often referred to the area, in the original sense, as Détroit,
meaning the land on both sides of the river even though the body of water was the central important
feature. The British held the same view since they also controlled the land on both shores of the river.
This must be kept in mind when seeing references to ‘Detroit’ in documents prior to 1783, even up to
1796 when the British finally relinquished their forts in Michigan by the Jay Treaty (1, Chs. IV and V).
Carrying a cloud of some level of uncertainty a century later, these private claims of title led to
Michigan, and Detroit specifically1, appointing the Register and Receiver of the Detroit Land Office as
commissioners to examine and report on all claims under French and English grants2 as directed by
Congress (Act of March 26, 1804, United States Laws, Volume II., page 227). The Act of March 3, 1805
(United States Laws, Volume II., page 343), additionally authorized the commissioners to examine and
report on claims actually possessed and improved and to examine claims based on any grounds
whatsoever. All persons were to file their claims by November 1, 1805, which were to be surveyed at the
expense of the Government.3 The focus was on title and clarifying who claimed and had title (1, pg. 21).

The Effects of the Fire That Destroyed Detroit:
Almost before anyone could file a claim, a catastrophe intervened; Detroit was destroyed by the fire of
June 11, 1805. Suddenly all residents and the newly appointed Territorial officials4 had an immediate
totally different focus that would lead to a new plan. The long range effect of the plan that would result
in the aftermath is that it established the permanent overarching street pattern seen even today,
especially in the downtown area. See the Google Earth image (pg. 2).
1

They were still part of Indiana Territory until separated by the Act of January 11, 1805 (2 Stat. 309).
The English obtained sovereignty over Canada at the close of the French and Indian War (aka the Seven Years
War) in 1763. They honored the claims of title by the inhabitants (nearly all French) in the Detroit area on both
sides of the Detroit River besides issuing legal grants after that date until the 1783 Treaty of Paris ending the
Revolutionary War (aka the War of Independence).
3
The Act of March 3, 1807 (United States Laws, Volume II., page 437) required the Surveyor‐General of the
Northwest Territories to have the claims surveyed which were completed by Aaron Greeley, Deputy Surveyor (he
signed all his surveys as “Surveyor of Private Claims”) between 1809 and 1810 and prepare his 1810 map of the
Private Claims. They extended from near Monroe north along the Detroit River to Lake St. Clair and the south end
of the St. Clair River but were centered and concentrated near Detroit until the British reign began.
4
The future states, enabled under the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 at stage one of establishment, began as
congressionally defined territories (Article 4, US Constitution) governed by four appointed officials: a Territorial
Governor and three Territorial Judges and a secretary, who was to keep the public records
2
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Street pattern in Detroit. The radial pattern of the major streets stems from the original 1805 plan to
rebuild Detroit after the devastating fire. The other streets reflect the narrow Private Claims stretching
along the Detroit River. GE Pro

Even before a plan to survey a new layout for the village could be drawn up and carried out, issues arose
as to who could use, acquire and build new homes in “the commons” area outside the Fort. Prior to the
fire the Fort had included the private residences in addition to the public and military buildings within
the pickets of the Fort. These residents within the Fort wanted to have new parcels given to them
outside the Fort (1, pg. 26). The fort by that date was the new Fort Shelby hundreds of feet back from
the river with the original fort no longer in existence.
Farmer notes that under French sovereignty the use of the open area around certain French forts
(maintained as such for defensive posture) had been sanctioned, and in some instances guaranteed in
perpetuity by the king, for a “common field” outside of which lay the “commons.” The former was
cultivated for vegetables in individual plots by individual inhabitants, the latter for general livestock
pasturage by all. The few houses built over time outside Fort Pontchartrain5 were repeatedly torn down

5

Pontchartrain, Jérôme Phélypeaux, comte de Pontchartrain, served King Louis XIV as Secretary of State of the
Maison du Roi (Household of the King), one of the two highest governing positions in France, and as Navy Minster,
starting in 1699 (and was Cadillac’s benefactor). He also promoted a strong program of explorations in North
America, including settlement of Louisiana, hopefully to contain Great Britain. Upon the king’s death in 1715,
Philippe II, Duke of Orléans, became Regent (acting king, as his father was the king’s brother) until the king’s son
reached the age of majority. A cousin of Jérôme Phélypeaux then became Secretary of State of the Maison du Roi.
Cadillac gave his benefactor’s name to the fort on the Detroit River in 1701. In 1711 Cadillac was sent to Louisiana
to establish and be Governor of that colony, being also the founder of New Orleans (13). He would give his
benefactor’s name to Lake Pontchartrain as well. Cadillac’s fortunes would not fare very well after 1715.
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by the commandant. The
development of the
French farms (even as
now seen in the similar,
still rural agricultural
pattern outside Quebec,
dating from c. 1650; see
GE image at left) saw
dwelling houses at the
river back of which were
orchards to the rear of
which were crop fields,
then the remaining
original forest (that was
gradually disappearing).
Ribbon farms near Quebec; same land use pattern as the French Private
These farms were narrow
Claims. GE Pro
to provide frontage for
many inhabitants yet
keep them near the protection of the fort. The river was the preferred means of travel and commerce,
the latter continuing today although a road paralleling near the river developed. The depths were 40
arpents, as a measure of area, but a lineal arpent is about 192 feet (defined in court decisions in slightly
varying legal lengths in different states created from areas of former French possessions) resulting in
depths close to 1‐1/2 miles (about 2.5 kms) back from the river. The widths were typically two to five
arpents (about 384 feet, or 115m, to about 960 feet, or 290m.) Then under subsequent British
sovereignty most of the French titles claimed by inhabitants were viewed as valid. The British gave
possessory rights in the area, some even approved by the Privy Council in England (1, pp. 19‐23).
The maps of Detroit in Farmer’s
history show the original fort
(Ft. Pontchartrain) was about
two blocks W of present‐day
Woodward very close to the
River’s edge (perhaps on the
order of 100 feet based on the
location of Ft. Michilimackinac
at Mackinaw City at the
Straights of Mackinac,
established in 1715, now
restored in its original location).
See Bellin map at right for
original street plan. By c. 1760
it contained residential and
military buildings (perhaps 70
buildings) within the stockade
with eight narrow streets
dividing 17 blocks. By that date
it had come to be called Fort
Detroit. Woodford stated, “Its

Bellin’s 1763 Map of Ft. Pontchartrain (Fort Du Detroit) and Detroit
River; he was Chief Cartographer to the French Navy. Detroit Historical
Museum
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area was about three acres, laid out as a rectangle (2, pg. 4).” Farmer reports a memoir stated there
were about 200 habitations in 1757, most being the Private Claims outside the fort (1, pg. 12). For
comparison, consider the 1715 fort built by the French at Mackinaw City at the Straits of Mackinac, Ft.
Michilimackinac; it has been restored in its exact location by excavated recovery of the bases of its
burned pickets. Its area, likely smaller than Ft. Pontchartrain (the main fort in the region), is about two
acres (about 310 feet N‐S by about 290 feet E‐W, scaling the GE Pro image; for a 3‐acre fort with a 310‐
foot N‐S dimension, Ft. Pontchartrain would have had about a 420‐foot E‐W dimension).
After the Revolutionary War, Detroit was a
peculiar social political milieu or scene of
competing sovereignties from the 1783 Treaty of
Paris (the treaty of peace) to the 1796 Jay Treaty
(the treaty of reluctant finality; formal transfer of
control of Michigan forts). Those residents who
elected for British citizenship “crossed the river;”
those who stayed in Detroit were labelled
defectors. The British had given up all claim of
sovereignty of lands east of the Mississippi River
lying south of the Great Lakes in 1783 yet
continued to post and replace commandants and
assign troops to the garrisons in their forts which
were now located in the Michigan portion of the
United States. The British didn’t want to give up
their lucrative fur trade commercial operation
that funneled through Detroit. Once they were
confined to forts in Canada, an American, John
Jacob Astor, moved in and became wealthy
dealing in the fur trade business.

By 1796 when full possession by the U.S. was
secured, the village had expanded to an area
probably on the order of 10 times larger than in
1760. The British had replaced the old fort with a

Thomas Smith 1816 Map of Detroit as of 1796. [Red
rectangle estimates location of Fort Pontchartrain,
based on 3‐acre size and N‐S dimension of Ft.
Michilimackinac]. Farmer, 1, pp. 32‐ 33

19TH century map of original river bank and approximate current bank.
Farmer, 1, pg. 9

new one (which they called Fort
Lernoult, renamed Ft. Shelby in
1796) that was on the order of
1200 feet N’ly of the River,
centered on present‐day Fort St.,
still about two blocks W of
present‐day Woodward. See
map image (above) showing
location of the new fort in place
by 1796. From the new fort
location, the village extended
S’ly to the river encompassing
the area of the original fort
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(which was gone), with the houses occupying at least 26 blocks (all larger than those within the original
fort in 1760), yet still with very narrow streets (many only 14 or 15 feet wide (15, pg. 104), the widest of
them only 20 feet (2, pg. 4)). Using the maps and Google Earth Pro to estimate distances, the blocks with
houses extended on the order of about 900 feet NW’ly back from the river by perhaps 1,000 feet wide

Estimated location and size of Ft. Pontchartrain (green rectangle) based on various records, maps, and
recovered location of pickets of Ft. Michilimackinac. Considerable fill into the river has taken place since 1805;
compare to 1796 Map of Detroit and Old River Map (see pg. 4). GE Pro (fort location by author)

SW’ly (the residential and commercial areas covering about 20 acres, my computation agreeing with
Farmers value, 1, pg. 26); the frontage has been filled in, starting about 1820 (1, pg. 8), after the “1796”
map was made. The extent of the area filled is not entirely certain; it could be between 100 to 200 feet.
Compare the GE Pro image directly above to the 1796 Map of Detroit (see pg. 4 above) relative to the
location of the fort and Jefferson Avenue versus the location of the edge of the river. The fill is extensive
based on the relationship of the forts to present‐day streets in the “1796” map (dated to 1816). The
“1796” map indicated the river is about a third of the fort’s N‐S dimension from the river side of the fort;
by comparison, in the GE Pro image the river is now at a distance greater than the fort’s N‐S dimension
from the river side of the fort. Farmer (1, pg. 9) also has a copy of a 19TH century map (see Old River Line,
pg. 4 above, much like seen in the “1796” map, pg. 4) showing the original bank considerably north and
the relocated filled‐in bank as appearing close to what is the current river bank (much as seen in the GE
Pro image immediately above and in the GE Pro image of Detroit seen on pg. 2) which confirms the Old
River Line map. Thus, the location of the fort, in red outline, on the Map of Detroit as of 1796, pg. 4
above, and in green outline in the GE Pro image above, would seem to closely approximate the original
location and size of Fort Pontchartrain.
From 1797 to 1803, extending to January 17, 1805, petitions and memorials were presented to Congress
that the “commons” be granted (“confirmed” in their words) to the inhabitants of Detroit. Memorials,
usually not reported as such today but still occurring, are requests to the Congress for some specific
personal aid, relief, grant or money that will go directly from Congress to the person submitting the
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memorial, rather than a law for the benefit of all. Obviously, after the destruction of the city by the fire,
the citizens looked to the government, in the persons of the Territorial officials who were brand new to
their positions and not yet even in Detroit save one, for some level of help and relief as in any such
catastrophe. Farmer reports that immediately after the fire, some inhabitants erected temporary
dwellings in the midst of their former homes while others intended to take possession of and build upon
portions of the “commons.” He also quotes from a report made June 24, 1805 that there were sixty‐two
proprietors of private lots in the old town (1, pg. 26). Woodford noted there were about 500 inhabitants
at the time of the fire, still mostly of French descent, many only speaking French, and that there “were
nearly an hundred dwelling houses, the church, several stores, the citadel, with officers' and soldiers'
barracks, contractors' stores, United States store, etc., … (2, pg. 5‐6).” The figure of 100 houses plus
other buildings seems in reasonable agreement with the figure of 62 proprietors of lots.
The area known by the residents to be the “commons” is not clearly defined by Farmer, unless one
knows much of detail about Detroit’s plats and streets in the downtown area. Thus, I chose to look at
the four GLO township plats (dating from 1817 to1818) for Wayne County that cover the area from
downtown N’ly to Eight Mile Road which is located on the Base Line for the Michigan Meridian as well as
being the north boundary of Wayne County. Farmer reports that the most relevant Private Claim records
(not the earliest) show they first started being granted at the furthest distances on both sides from Fort
Pontchartrain and advanced toward it. These were granted, beginning first to the east in 1734, then in
1747 on the west, reaching both sides of the fort by 1750
(1, pg. 20). Deputy Surveyor Aaron Greeley surveyed the
Private Claims in 1809‐10, preparing his map of them in
1810 (1, pg. 22). The numbering of the Private Claims
reflected the order in which the claimants appearing before
the Land Commissioners secured their claims of title. Those
surveys provided specific bearing and distance dimensions
for each PC. The currently ongoing Remonumentation
Program in Michigan includes retracing the Private Claims;
these surveys indicate Greeley did his work well. The GLO
surveys of the public lands (aka the public domain)
surveyed up to the boundaries of the PC’s, enabling their
positions to be determined relative to the GLO plats. The
1818 GLO plat for T2S‐R12E, containing only fractional
parts of three sections along the N side, is almost entirely
Private Claims, each PC identified by number in ink, that
make up the downtown area, including the area of the
Detail of Detroit “commons” on BLM
“commons” which was to be surveyed to layout the new
copy of 1818 GLO Plat, T2S‐R12E. BLM
plan for Detroit in 1805. On the BLM copy of the GLO plat
the “commons” is labelled in ink as “Detroit” (being located between PC 1 on the E, dating to 1747, and
PC 55 on the W, dating to 1750) (BLM). The BLM copy (in part seen at right) also has added in pencil in
handwritten cursive script “Detroit commons” while the State of Michigan copy does not (SOM). The
graphic representation of the city is by three rows of blocks across the “commons,” not an actual scaled
plan of Detroit which by then was surveyed. On the GLO plat, all of the Private Claims were scaled
parcels drawn side by side from Greeley’s field notes of their surveys, but Greeley had no measurements
of the “commons.” From the GLO plat I scaled dimensions for the “commons” by which the width at the
river was about 3,000 feet (about 46 chains or 16 arpents), much wider than any of the PC’s. Woodward
thought less, writing the President in 1806, that the width was “about twenty‐five hundred feet … (2, pg.
36);” this was after the first survey lay out of the plan was finished. In Google Earth Pro I scaled a width
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of about 2,350 feet (about 35 chains or 12 arpents), which is probably the closest value since the
location of the Private Claim lines to each side are not difficult to distinguish by the street patterns.
(Other scaled measurements regarding Woodward’s plan are described on pp. 17 and 18.) The depth to
the back of the rear concessions6 is about 2.8 miles (about 224 chains or 77 arpents, less than the
reported 80 arpents for all Private Claims). The width narrows substantially at the rear of the rear
concessions, seeming to be about 1,400 feet wide (about 21 chains or 7 arpents). Woodward Avenue
runs up near to the middle of the “commons” for its entire length.

The Survey for the New Plan of Detroit:
The concern of all inhabitants resulted in, by
Farmer’s account (1, pg. 26), that only three
weeks after the fire, “On Monday, July 1,
1805, the inhabitants assembled under the
pear‐trees in the Public Garden [the
“common field” noted above] and
informally adopted a plan similar to the old
one [apparently meaning the street and
house layout inside Fort Shelby, but also]
including a portion of the “commons.”
The Governor and Judges of the Michigan Territory: 1805
Judges Woodward and Bates7, who were
Left to right: Governor William Hull, Judges Augustus
present [at that moment the only Territorial
Woodward and Frederick Bates. Woodward’s portrait is a
officials in Detroit], prevailed on them to
caricature, based on descriptions. Detroit Urbanism
defer further action until the arrival of the
governor, and they concluded to wait two weeks.” Governor Hull would arrive from Massachusetts that
night. His account of those events, written August 3, 1805, says, "After a conversation with the judges it
was determined to attempt to convince the proprietors of the impropriety of their proceedings. ****
They very readily agreed to relinquish their plan and wait for our arrangements. We immediately fixed
on a plan, and employed the best surveyor we could find in the country [vicinity] to lay out the streets,
squares, and lots.” Bates was living in Detroit when appointed; Woodward had arrived in Detroit on June
30TH (his journey from Washington, DC had taken over a month); Hull and Griswold arrived the evening
of July 1ST (1, pg. 26). It would not be amiss to state the fire gave them a baptism by fire to make careful
and wise decisions hardly before they had unpacked. See images of the three prominent officials above.

6

The rear concessions were grants of an additional 40 arpents at the back (away from the river) of the original
grants, increasing their depths to nearly 3 miles. Inhabitants claimed the French commandants had made such
“rear” or back concessions (1, pg. 22). By 1812 Congress passed an act granting them to all Private Claim parcels
near Detroit. But the germination of this idea could have resulted from the British granting back concessions in
response to the French inhabitants petitioning for them (located along the S side of Lake St. Clair in Upper Canada)
in 1793 (6, pg. 96) at which time Detroit was still under British control. These descendants of French heritage on
both sides of the river were in communication for a long period.
7
The appointed officials under the Northwest Ordinance for the Michigan Territory were Governor Hull and Judges
Woodward, Bates, and Griffin, and Secretary Griswold. Michigan was established as a separate Territory by
Congress January 11, 1805, effective June 30TH; Hull and Griswold appointed March 1ST, Woodward March 2ND,
making him the Chief Justice, Bates March 3RD, and Griffin December 23RD. Their significance is partly reflected in
streets names in downtown Detroit, Woodward’s prominent standing in the main road, Woodward Avenue
(assigned by himself); Judge Bates and Secretary Griswold are the other two although Griswold did not get along
with any of the others and soon left the scene (1808). Griffin and Hull were passed by for street names. Woodward
named the base of his equilateral triangle after his mentor Jefferson, considering the base to be the main road that
extended along the river.
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Having a plan led to action; Farmer writes “A few days after the meeting under the pear‐trees Judge
Woodward was appointed a standing committee to lay out the new town agreeable to the plan they had
adopted; and his Britannic Majesty's surveyor, Thomas Smith, was brought over from Upper Canada to
assist in that arduous undertaking (1, pg. 26).” Judge Woodward was the strongest personality among
the five Territorial officials. He graduated at 15 with BA degree from Columbia College, receiving what
was called a classical education in the accepted wide range of subjects, including Greek, Latin.
Mathematics was then typically part of a classical curriculum, which he would apply to formulate his
plan. He had also learned French that would be of great help in Detroit’s French heritage, most
inhabitants only speaking French, many illiterate. He had lived in Virginia prior to his appointment where
he would become a close friend of Thomas Jefferson; he would found the beginnings of the University of
Michigan in 1817. I do not believe his education included studying surveying or that he possessed any
survey equipment by which to perform the needed survey services as they hired “the best surveyor we
could find… to lay out the streets, squares, and lots.” Based on the following account of the survey
describing observations of “planets, visible and invisible” he very likely did have a good telescope, as did
a number of the prominent federal leaders of the time, including his very close friend Thomas Jefferson
who appointed him Territorial Judge. He had stayed at Jefferson’s home several times which would have
made him aware that Jefferson had such a telescope (2, Ch. II). Woodward had come from Washington,
DC, where he had become a well‐known lawyer, to his new post in 1805. He likely wanted to also be
sophisticated and obtain latitude and longitude.8 Several historians take note that his new plan for the
layout of Detroit bore the imprint of L'Enfant's recent plan (1791) for Washington, D.C.; he was
acquainted with L'Enfant while living in Washington (2, pg. 20).
Woodward is described as a man of strongly held views who directly interacted with others by trying to
persuade them to adopt his viewpoint of any subject being discussed. Appointing him “a standing
committee of one to lay out the new town agreeable to the plan they had adopted (1, pg. 26 and 2, pg.
38)” would reinforce his natural inclination to have his ideas, as the proper ones, put into action.
Woodford, in his research noted that, “The term "genius" is often used in references to him (2, pg. 24).”
His role in the design of “the plan they had adopted” will be discussed further in this paper. But Hull had
been a lieutenant colonel receiving recognition by Washington during in the Revolutionary War; he was
a graduate of Yale University and also a lawyer. Woodford states, he “failed as an executive … He was
unable to remain aloof and detached from the petty jealousies and intrigues which inevitably assail a
man in his position,” and he “lacked firmness and decisiveness.” In contrast Woodward “was decisive
but impatient … saw everything in the clear light of ultimate achievement. He was more the architect
than the mason building slowly on solid foundations. His flamboyant impetuosity led him to quick
conclusions ‐ which may have been correct ones but his arrival left him standing solitary and lonely; it
took too long for his associates and the public to catch up to him (2, pg. 74).” Although Hull’s August 3RD
report states, “We immediately fixed on a plan,” which indicates his participation, Woodward seems to
have had the clear vision for a specific plan. Details of this are discussed later in this paper. Hull’s role as
“Commander of the Army of the Northwest” (U.S. troops in the Great Lakes area) who had surrendered
Detroit without a fight to the British during the War of 1812 would be seen by many as dishonorable in
contrast to Woodward staying in the fort after the surrender and asserting his role as an official
representative of the US government in US territory. The British would send Woodward away to New
8

Jefferson had outfitted The Corps of Discovery (aka the Lewis and Clark Expedition) in 1803, including providing
instruments for observing for latitude and longitude, a mark of sophistication for a young nation. This followed
Andrew Ellicott’s 1803 publication of his impressive survey of the 31ST Parallel three years earlier to mark its
boundary with Spain, also involving determining latitude and longitude. A meridian was established for
Washington as had been done earlier in Paris and Greenwich. Woodward, as a close associate of Jefferson who
had stayed at Monticello, likely became knowledgeable of these accomplishments.
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York to remove his official presence. But that was still in the future in July 1805. Within months
Woodward and Hull developed an antagonistic relationship (2, pg. 59 ff).
Farmer quotes an account in a Pittsburgh paper, probably a weekly, the Commonwealth, sent to the
paper by John Gentle who witnessed the surveying that followed Woodward’s appointment to “to lay
out the new town agreeable to the plan.” But Woodford’s biography gives the details behind it. Gentle,
a Scot, had been a successful merchant businessman, but not a land owner, in Detroit (also engaging in
smuggling part time). He wanted a donation lot as he had suffered a loss of £500 in the fire, but
Woodward, as judge and appointed representative of the federal government over all matters of
governance and legality in the Territory, refused to naturalize him as a citizen, considering his
application a subterfuge to acquire property (2, pg. 47ff ). This account and the several that followed
were intended to be disrespectful personal attacks on the Governor and Judges, but especially on
Woodward. With no local newspaper, it was sent to the most generally read paper in Detroit. Some of
his accounts were reprinted in the more widely read Philadelphia Aurora. They damaged the officials,
Woodward lastingly. Gentle was indicted for libel regarding their content and found guilty; to escape
legal consequences he permanently “crossed the river” to Sandwich that effectively removed him from
U.S. jurisdiction. Woodford concludes that Gentle’s accounts were, “Salted with enough truth to make
them sound plausible, [but] the ridicule hurt (2, pg. 49).”
Farmer’s phrasing was that Gentle “wrote a full account of the proceedings (1, pg. 26)” which he quotes
almost in its entirety in his History (leaving out only Gentle’s conclusion of calling Woodward “a perfect
quid (not a pound sterling, but a cut of tobacco, suitable for chewing. 12)” (2, pg. 49)).9 He quotes none
of the other attacks by Gentle. I will extract a surveyor’s perception of some of the facts reported, being
the salt of the truth in the account, that seem to indicate what was being accomplished by the survey
efforts, not the barbs aimed at Woodward. Gentle begins his account as follows,
“After a few days spent in preparing their apparatus, the judge began his operations on a height contiguous
to the fort. There he placed his instruments, astronomical and astrological, on the summit of a huge stone,
which stone shall ever remain a monument of his indefatigable perseverance. 10
For the space of thirty days and thirty nights he viewed the diurnal evolutions of the planets, visible and
invisible, and calculated the course and rapidity of the blazing meteors. To his profound observations of the
heavenly regions the world is indebted for the discovery of the streets, alleys, circles, angles, and squares of
this magnificent city,‐ in theory equal in magnitude and splendor to any on the earth.
But the most arduous and tedious performance was the laying out and measuring the marshes a mile back
from the town into streets, lots, circles, and grand squares, measuring and unmeasuring them, arranging and
deranging them, for the space of two full months more. The patience of the people was at length exhausted;
9

In Farmers Preface to his History he gives in great deal his extensive research efforts, the many places and
sources where he or others went to do research, the many individuals contacted who provided information but did
not document them as is done by the typical historian – that is, provide a detailed bibliography or set of end notes
even though he labelled himself a historian. This makes it very difficult to obtain further information or insight on
the subjects he reported on. An example is his statement about Thomas Smith in his Preface, “The old account‐
books of the Macomb family and of Thomas Smith have afforded many curious facts,” while giving almost none but
a laudatory evaluation. Similarly with Gentle, Farmer’s Table of Contents, Chapter V, titles Gentle’s “full account”
as “Gentle's Humorous Description.”
10
Farmer’s footnote 1 (1, pg. 26) states, “The stone referred to was undoubtedly the same immense boulder that
lay on the Campus Martius, at the junction of Monroe and Woodward [and Michigan, author] Avenues, until the
street was paved, when it was buried out or sight [sometime prior to 1884].” Also see Martin Dunn and Laura Corsi
article on “City of Detroit ‘Point of Origin’” in the Michigan Surveyor, 2015, and Turning The Horizon, 2015, that
describe its recovery along with further information.
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and they became so clamorous at last that the Governor and Judges were constrained to rest from their
labors and agree to make a division of the lots.”

Although Farmer had somewhat peculiarly labelled the account as “Gentle's Humorous Description” in
his table of contents, his characterization seemed to give full credence to the article in his book yet
failed to fully understand what was being reported. Woodford appraised Farmer as one “ ‘… who was
neither fair nor friendly in his judgments of Woodward, [but] had to admit that he was ‘really learned
and accomplished (2, pg. 24).’” Gentle heaped nearly all the credit and responsibility for the surveys on
Judge Woodward, as does Farmer, but in the form of barbs to belittle him. Governor Hull’s letter as
quoted noted, “We … employed the best surveyor we could find… to lay out the streets, squares, and
lots,” makes clear that Thomas Smith was the surveyor. Woodford notes Gentle makes use of hyperbole,
not only to slyly attack and disparage Woodward, but I think to cover up his not understanding some of
what he was observing; fanciful prose diverted attention from actually having to explain what took place
even though he reported many details of events (hoping to make his attacks sound plausible, as stated).
Nor did Farmer explain what Woodward did due to the same lack of understanding; neither were
surveyors. Gentle describes “instruments, astronomical and astrological” used “[f]or thirty days and
nights” to view “the diurnal evolutions of the planets, visible and invisible, and calculated the course of
blazing meteors.”
A surveyor would take note that more than one instrument was used, one or more were for
astronomical observations; certainly none were for astrological pronouncements. By the 18TH century
astronomers had divorced themselves from astrological musings and predictions, something in which
they had indulged themselves in the preceding two centuries to make money.
Gentle reports observations, over a period of thirty days, to view “… the diurnal evolutions of the
planets, visible and invisible, and calculated the course of blazing meteors.” The wording of these events
somewhat parallels a description of one of the two methods used at that time for astronomical
observations to determine longitude. Andrew Ellicott had used it in 1797‐1800 as part of his
observations to determine the 31ST Parallel, and it was widely used by the British Admiralty in their
extensive mapping worldwide to make navigation charts based on latitude and longitude, including in
the Great Lakes at the time period of the Detroit fire and survey. A few days could be expended to make
this type of observations, due in part to waiting for clear skies as well as for those eclipses (not daily
occurrences) occurring at night in that part of the world in which the observation was to be made. But it
would not take the 30 days claimed by Gentle for one location. The only known accurate time event at
that time, seen worldwide, was the beginning and ending of eclipses of the Galilean Moons of Jupiter
which explains his planetary reference of which he would know little without hearing it mentioned. To
see the moons (“the planets, … invisible”), a telescope would be needed, which I believe Woodward
possessed11. The times of these eclipses were calculated and published in the Admiralty’s annual
Nautical Almanac, giving Greenwich Time for the occasions at which they occurred for the four moons
during each month. Observing one eclipse at a selected published time would entail less than a week,
one day if the sky was clear.

11

Neville Maskelyne, the Astronomer Royale at the Greenwich Observatory in England who supervised the
computations for and publication of the Nautical Almanac (3, Articles) from 1767 until his death (about 1820), had
specified in the “Articles” (a lengthy appendix, included every year, of explanations, computations, examples, and
advice) that a Dollond Telescope of 46 inches with 3‐2/3 inch aperture was proper for observing the eclipses of the
moons of Jupiter in remote areas where a larger reflecting telescope was not available or suitable. Thomas
Jefferson had a Dollond telescope; Woodward, ever his disciple, likely obtained something similar.
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Additionally, nocturnal observations of Polaris took place to establish a true meridian at the stone. An
assessment of directions achieved in the layout is provided on pages 17 and 18. And by the British
method, diurnal observations would be required to determine the Greenwich Time at which the sun
passed the local meridian at local noon. The difference in time between the Sun passing the observer’s
local meridian after passing the Greenwich Meridian was converted to the longitude of the local
meridian. Lastly, determining the local latitude could be determined by observing the altitude (vertical
angle) of the sun at local noon as it crossed the local meridian, or nocturnally of Polaris at Upper or
Lower Culmination. Surveyors made these types of observations and calculations to derive the final
information sought, latitude and longitude. Albert White opined that Deputy Surveyor Benjamin Hough
observed the latitude in Detroit in 1815, as he had a sextant with him for observing latitude at the Ohio
border (4, pg. 99). Martin Dunn and I believe he, or Deputy Surveyor Alexander Holmes who was with
Hough, obtained the latitude in Detroit from Judge Woodward who had observed it, or more specifically
Thomas Smith did so, in July of 1805. He and I have been researching Woodward’s papers at the Burton
Historical Library in the main Detroit Library on Woodward, hoping to find the values determined then.
The library catalogue notes his papers constitute “6 lineal feet” of shelf space; so far we have not found
what we seek. His papers or the full newspaper article might contain additional data, but that is not a
certainty. It would not be surprising for Woodward to have written Jefferson to inform him of making
such an observation; in his circumstances it seems unlikely he transcribed copies of such letters. Another
less desired possibility to us is that during Woodward’s visit to Washington from late October to
December of 1805 to consult with Congress on Territorial business (2, pg. 43), he verbally reported to
Jefferson of making the observation meaning there is no written record, only what can be deduced from
Gentle’s account.12 While determining longitude is at present speculation by the author, Smith did make
an observation for latitude, as a needed part of the process of determining the true meridian; they are a
matter of record but the values then determined are not. He did, however, need at least an estimate of
longitude for determining the declination of the Sun at the time of observation. Woodward’s dramatic
show of setting over the “immense boulder that lay on the Campus Martius,” the center of his grand
vision, was not done just to establish the point of origin by which to “… to lay out the streets, squares,
and lots.” As described later, Woodward wanted the new plan to be cardinally oriented and probably
even referenced as a geodetic position on the globe, to the extent he could effect it.
The last piece of equipment needed to determine longitude was a good watch. This requires an
assumption by the author as no observation for longitude would be possible without one, as under the
British procedure noted above for determining longitude, Greenwich Time was needed. This procedure
used chronometers, very accurate watches (looking like large pocket watches) that were expensive,
setting them to Greenwich Time at the moment an eclipse of a Galilean Moon was observed with the
telescope. The Lewis and Clark Expedition (1804‐06) was outfitted with one; it was the single most
expensive item purchased for it, costing $250 which was fully 10% of the $2,500 appropriated for the
Expedition by Congress in 1803 (5). Thomas Smith had no use for one as he did not determine longitude;

12

Benjamin Hough, the GLO Deputy Surveyor who laid off the Michigan Meridian beginning at Fort Defiance, Ohio
in 1815, needed to know how much further north Detroit was than Defiance so as to measure due North far
enough to establish the Base Line north of Detroit as required in his contract. Unexpected issues prevented him
from starting the work for four months. Albert White (4, pg. 99) believes Hough made an observations for latitude
at Ft. Defiance and Detroit. He had a sextant with him by which to do so. I agree, as Hough had made an
observation at Maumee Bay, Ohio in May. He may have also made one in Detroit, if he actually got there. The
record is clear that Alexander Holmes, working in conjunction with Hough to begin the Michigan GLO surveys, was
in Detroit. Being idle for several weeks, he may have obtained, at least, the latitude for the stone in Campus
Martius from Woodward.
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no record exists of any being furnished to the Deputy Surveyors in Canada.13 It is very unlikely Judge
Woodward had one either, but he likely had a good pocket watch with a second hand. Whether either
fully comprehended the need for very accurate time is uncertain but they may have figured for a one‐
time occasion a pocket watch with a second hand would suffice.
The records clearly indicate that solar and sidereal observations were made to establish a meridian that
required determining latitude. The latitude apparently was never recorded on the three versions of the
plan (1805‐1807), at least not on the ones extant as all the originals have not survived. Although
longitude could also have been determined, that remains, at this point, conjecture by the author and
other interested surveyors.

The Surveyor Thomas Smith:
But who is this seemingly silent partner or second‐string participant in the surveying activities
“…brought over from Upper Canada to assist in that arduous undertaking?”
The Canadian survey act of 1785 (passed in Quebec prior to the division to establish Upper and Lower
Canada, i.e. – Ontario and Quebec) required that prospective surveyors for the position of Deputy
Surveyor in Upper Canada be examined by the provincial Surveyor General to determine fitness and
capability (6, pp. 93‐94). John Ladell in his superbly researched history of the role of surveyors in the
history of Ontario noted the first mention of Thomas Smith surveying was in 1787 in Essex County,
Ontario (then called Upper Canada to distinguish it from the older Lower Canada, the Province of
Quebec); present‐day Windsor (encompassing the original town of Sandwich) lies just across (south of)
the river from Detroit (6, pg. 75). He surveyed a string of 97 narrow lots (very similar in configuration to
the Private Claims near Detroit) along the north shore of Lake Erie that fell between the mouth of the
Detroit River and Point Pelee to the E. Ladell found no record of Smith being appointed a Deputy
Surveyor under the Surveyor‐General but stated he functioned as a Deputy Surveyor and was a notary.
He determined that Smith had been a secretary for the Land Board in Ontario. By 1805 Smith had gained
18 years of experience in surveying. Ladell had early noted (6, pg. 58) that Smith made a survey
sometime after 1780 (likely after 1787) and was a notary and part‐time surveyor who lived in Detroit.
But Farmer found in “… other old records it appears that Philip Frey was [appointed] the surveyor
[Deputy Surveyor in Quebec or British Canada, to become Lower Canada after 1791] on March 27, 1785;
he was assigned to Detroit and Niagara (6, pg. 73). Frey appointed Thomas Smith his deputy on May 8,
1787 (1, pg. 37).” This was a switch by the government to employing civilian surveyors; Lavell
determined, “Up to this point all surveying had been carried out by Holland [Surveyor General of British
Canada, c. 1764], Collins [Deputy Surveyor General of British Canada, c. 1764], and various British
regular officers, with Loyalist officers working alongside them.” (6, pg. 70)
The author’s impression is Ladell perhaps labeled Smith “part‐time surveyor” from the viewpoint of a
20TH – 21ST century land surveyor. My research on the earlier surveyors of the 18th and 19th centuries
seems to show many/most were part‐time surveyors whose surveying opportunities stemmed from
13

Canada had a Surveyor General who had Deputy Surveyors under him to survey parcels to be granted or sold to
those considered of proper status, beginning after 1763. Whether he directed surveys in the British Colonies of
New England before the Revolutionary War is uncertain. He did note in correspondence that the Loyalists that fled
to Canada were used to square township patterns and changed from rectangular ones to layoff similar ones in
Upper Canada (now Ontario); American history labels them as the Tories. These terms were also used in the
Thirteen Colonies before the Revolutionary War. Thus, the terms and positions of Surveyor General and Deputy
Surveyor were still familiar after the Revolutionary War and incorporated into the Land Ordinance of 1785 which
established the Rectangular Survey System, also termed the Public Land Survey System.
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requests, circumstances, or some solicitation of certain types of contracts for surveying. They didn’t
seem to be working full time in their profession and occupation as we do today, i.e. – Monday through
Friday 8AM to 5PM. They would necessarily be occupied, especially in rural, less populated areas, in
other things such as planting and harvesting crops for food, perhaps some for sale, as well as following
other lines of work that would also provide some income. Gordon Good, OLS, chair of the AOLS Archives
and Historical Committee, in email correspondence with the author, December 14, 2015, agrees,
writing:
“I am certain you are correct in saying that a lot of the surveyors spent time in other work as our records
indicate some became bankers, pharmacist, engineers, clergymen, politicians and farmers. In their spare time
many drew maps of surrounding towns and sold them to make money in their "off season".

A twenty year old Scot, Lewis Grant, had come to Canada in 1791 as a surveyor, apparently having
studied surveying at a college in Aberdeen, Scotland. Accordingly, the next year Lieutenant‐Governor
Simcoe ordered William Chewett, then Acting Surveyor General of Canada, to examine Grant. Chewett
reported,
“I have examined Mr. Lewis Grant…vis,: [examination would seem to be determining and verifying as to
knowledge and proficiency, or “… fitness and capacity as a Surveyor of Lands, and the sufficiency of his
surveying instruments (6, pg. 79).”]
In the necessary parts of arithmetic [to be able to apply mathematical operations to compute areas, etc.].
In the necessary parts of geometry and trigonometry.
In the necessary parts of surveying, such as;
Vis. ‐ Surveying a regular or irregular field by the Circumferentor [surveyors compass] or chain, and finding
the contents [area] of the same.
Surveying a small river on the ice, and protracting the same, by the theodolite and traverse table [e.g. –
plotting the same to scale]. Surveying a large river, intersecting its opposite side [triangulating the opposite
bank] and protracting the same by the theodolite and traverse table [the latter essentially a table of latitudes
and departures derived from trig tables by computing them for bearings from 0°‐90° for distances ranging
from 1 to 100 chains]. Surveying and laying out a township, regular or irregular [square or rectangular
townships of set patterns of layout, analogous to the U.S. PLSS, irregular perhaps meaning fractional, less
than a regular or full, complete township], and protracting the same, by the theodolite, traverse table and
sector.
In fixing a meridian [determining true astronomical north azimuth by which to orient a longitudinal meridian,
or a skewed meridian] and finding the variation of the compass.
In finding the latitude by the sun's meridian altitude [meaning measuring the vertical angle and reducing to
latitude which would include determining the sun’s declination for day of observation from an ephemeris].
In leveling, for the purpose of making aqueducts [signifying a channel that was designed to flow downhill],
etc., etc. [etc. would seem to mean other leveling applications] (6, pg. 94; AHS‐AOLS).

The examination lasted three days, 25 to 27 August 1792 (6, pg. 94). The Deputy Surveyor took an oath
of performance to “act impartially … as far as my knowledge doth extend in the science of surveying (6,
pp. 74 and 93).” Such a thorough evaluation would cover a fair amount of the licensure examination
material today for an applicant seeking to become a Professional Surveyor in Michigan. Canada used the
same terms (as noted above) of Surveyor General and Deputy Surveyor as was used in the United States
at that period. A distinct difference is that in Canada both were surveyors by some level of education
and experience. That was not true for all Deputy Surveyors in the U.S. Some of them did obtain some
level of education in surveying; others gained their knowledge only by the experience of working under
a Deputy Surveyor. Many of the Surveyors General in charge of GLO surveys in the U.S. were political
appointees without knowledge of surveying. Some however were experienced in administrative
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management and performed well but the U.S. did not emphasize the prerequisite need for education
and knowledge in surveying as did Canada (reflecting the standards followed in England).
J.K. Johnson in his historical text (7), Becoming Prominent – Regional Leadership in Upper Canada,
provided collective biographical articles of 283 Upper Canadians (now Ontario) whose common trait was
being politicians elected to the Upper Canadian House of Assembly (analogous of the lower house in US
State governments). Thus, they were well known in their local areas of representation (7, pg. 3‐4). He
identifies Thomas Smith as a merchant, surveyor, soldier, public servant (7, pg. 227). Smith was born in
Wales in the United Kingdom in 1754. By 1776 he had settled in Sandwich (now being the western
portion of present‐day Windsor), Essex County, Upper Canada (now Ontario), directly across from
Detroit, which would be one reason he was known to the Territorial Officials, or at least made aware of
him, as they had just arrived in Detroit as noted above. Judge Bates, the only Territorial official who was
a local resident (2, pg. 7), may have known of Smith. Smith first served in the Indian Department in 1777

1815 Map of Detroit River by British Admiralty Hydrographic Surveyor W.F.W. Owen, portion from Lake
St. Clair downstream to Sandwich. Detroit was still not a large town (but had been surveyed by then),
although being mapped during the War of 1812 probably entailed mapping mostly near the shore. Note
the faint lines on either side, being roads still in use in much the same alignment today. Ralph Landini,
PS 16933; donated to Detroit Historical Society

and was still with it in while serving his elected term (1796‐1800) while still doing land surveys as well as
serving as a Justice of the Peace. At the time of his first survey of record in 1787, he was 33 years old. He
was granted 1,200 acres by the British government14, received 4.5 acres in payments for doing surveys,
14

John Graves Simcoe was appointed Upper Canada’s first lieutenant‐governor in 1790, founding the Office of
Surveyor General. He initiated, among others, a township settlement (and enticement) scheme in which
proprietors were granted an entire township as “nominees” who by bringing in settlers to the township could
receive a grant of 1,200 acres. After 1793, nominees had to have the subdivision survey made (bear the cost), not
the Crown, but performed by the Crown’s Deputy Surveyors. Many nominees were speculators with no intention
of moving to remote townships; thus, Smith may have performed such a required township subdivision survey,
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and bought at least 800 additional acres (7, pg. 227).15 Although still listed on the 1836 edition of the
Deputy Surveyor’s list for Ontario, he had died March 3, 1833 in Sandwich (at age 79).
As already noted above, surveyors of that era also did other types of work to earn money. Smith was no
exception. Johnson reports Smith had a substantial farm operation with no further details beyond the
acreage (7, pg. 55). Further, he was involved in lumbering and the owner of a tavern “situated … on the
public road between Sandwich (at the west edge of present day Windsor) and Amherstburgh (about 15
miles downstream, opposite the south end of Grosse Isle) (7, pg. 55).”16 Smith knew the British had
troops garrisoned at Fort Amherstburgh, indicating he was astute in situating it. It was called
Belleperche (French for “nice perch”, a play to the many French inhabitants long residing in the area,
and to the troops, a place to stop and rest. Perhaps he lived near the tavern as it was in a rural area
where he could operate a large farm. In the future, at the end of the War of 1812 he would file two
claims, called “Loss Claims.” He had submitted his to the British government hoping for some level of
reimbursement, having, like many others, suffered financially in the War of 1812 (7, pg. 42‐43). One
claim was for the tavern having been demolished. A large battle in 1813 took place in Ontario in which
Chief Tecumseh, the Shawnee Chief and ally to the British army, was killed by the invading American
army, about 60 miles ENE of Sandwich. The other claim was for the loss of a stand of over 35,000 oaks
on a 179 acre parcel, a density of about 200 trees per acre (7, pg. 47). (See 1815 Map of Detroit River
above, pg. 14.)
Apparently neither he nor the Territorial Officials held a grudge at the end of the war since in 1816
Farmer reports that “… seemingly at the request of the Governor and Judges, Thomas Smith examined all deeds
and records that could be found, and, taking Hull's "Book of Sections," so far as possible, as a guide, prepared a
new plan about six feet square. This plan appears to have been endorsed by the Governor and Judges, as use was
made of it at various public land sales, but no trace of it can now be found (1, pg. 29).” Land surveyors will

usually provide reasonable professional survey services when paid to provide them, but this was still in
the future. It does indicate Smith continued on an irregular interval to be employed for surveying
services in Detroit after the first report of his work for July through October 1805. He would continue to
survey for Detroit until at least 1821 at which time he was 67 years old. (14).
The Ontario Association of Land Surveyors oversees the licensing of surveyors in Ontario, still holding
the charge given to them by the Ontario Provincial Government in the 19TH century. Upon meeting the
requirements for licensure a professional surveyor is known as an Ontario Land Surveyor. Their records
show that Thomas Smith was appointed a Deputy Surveyor [in Upper Canada]17 on March 5, 1799
thereby acquiring the promised grant as part of his payment (6. pg. 95). His 1,200 acre grant being the identical
size as the reward in Simcoe’s settlement scheme seems more than coincidental.
15
He also acquired property in Detroit, at least seven lots by 1821, one a valuable waterfront lot, some in payment
for his survey services (14, pp. 77, 114, 120, 255, 269; 15, pg. 194). He had two daughters who married Detroiters,
one a legislator, the other a major and trustee of the University of Michigan (1, pp. 88, 90, 98, 224, 228).
16
Amherstburgh had both a British garrison and Fort Malden. There had been a troop buildup starting about 1808
in anticipation of the expected war. Fort Amherstburgh was the newly restored former Fort Malden.
17
Smith’s appointment, in this case, was for Upper Canada (Ontario). Earlier Holland, the Surveyor General of
Quebec or British Canada (to become Lower Canada in 1791), had begun appointing civilian surveyors, c. 1784,
before Upper Canada was established. Philip Frey, Holland’s protégé, was commissioned a Deputy Surveyor in
either 1783 or 1785 (see information by Lavell in Chapter 6, pp. 73‐87), being assigned to Niagara and Detroit.
Farmer (pg. 37) notes that Frey appointed Smith as his deputy in 1787. Whether Farmer found information, in his
research in Quebec, not found by Lavell (whose bibliography for his history is very extensive) is not discernable by
me. Thus, Smith appears to have had two appointments as a DS. By 1790 Holland learned Frey had not been in
Detroit and Smith had been doing Frey’s surveys there for two years (6, pg. 84). This would explain Ladell’s
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(AOLS). Smith was then one of three surveyors in that portion of Upper Canada, except for Detroit, one
of the most remote wild undeveloped area in the eyes of the Surveyor General. In 1805 only 14
appointed Deputy Surveyor appeared on a preliminary list for all of Upper Canada (6, pg. 108); strangely,
Smith is missing from the list since both Abraham Iredell and Smith are recorded as appointed Deputy
Surveyors in 1799; Iredell laid out the town of Sandwich in 1797. Aaron Greeley, to become the Surveyor
of Private Claims in 1809, appears on the list, having become a Provincial Deputy Surveyor in 1797, and
his family was living in the vicinity of the Canadian shore of Lake St. Clair in 1805, meaning at least two
of the three, from among a total of 15, were in the most remote portion of Ontario (6, pg. 108, and 8,
pp. 162‐64). Greeley pursued the surveying of the Private Claims as did two other U.S. Deputy Surveyors,
one being Abijah Hull; neither of the two did any of those surveys. Woodford identifies Abijah Hull as
Governor Hull’s nephew (2, pg. 40); Caldwell identifies him as his cousin (8, pp. 163).
Of direct interest, field notes from Thomas Smith (now held by Ontario Archives) disclose that he
performed a survey of “parts of [the] Townships of Colchester, Gosfield and Mersea; 13 March to 15
June and 29 November 1805, 5 January to 4 July 1806 (9).” Coincidentally, this nicely sandwiches around
the time he surveyed in Detroit in 1805, July to about October, bolstering Farmer’s account. He would
have completed the first phase of those Upper Canada township surveys only four days after Detroit was
destroyed by fire. Both records dispel the idea that Smith was not a Provincial Deputy Surveyor living
across the river from Detroit in Sandwich in 1805; establishing definitive records for that period is not
easily done.
In this writer’s evaluation or summary regarding the “Survey Plan” for Detroit, we find that several
controlling events are not clearly known. At best, the truth is somewhere in the array of facts and
reports for the next three years. Woodford indicates a general plan was prepared and described to the
public July 19TH at which time Smith was hired (2, pg. 37). This does not agree with some statements in
Hull’s letter of August 3RD, written only a month later, that stated they immediately fixed on a plan (see
pg. 7ff. above) or Gentle’s account. It seems more likely that Woodward and Smith had finalized the
plan by then. Woodward wrote James Madison in 1807 that “I assisted him [Smith in 1805] in taking a
meridian line, and … A meridian line, from which all the others were run, was taken from one solar
observation, and one sidereal observation on the night of the same day, within fourteen or fifteen hours
from the first (15, pg. 193),”18 probably completing them by the 19TH. Obviously, Woodward envisioned
having cardinal orientation of his plan as he had seen for Washington, but in the manner he wanted it
applied to his geometric patterns for a city scape. It seems the initial surveying in the N’ly half of the
plan was probably concluded by late October as Woodward and Hull left Detroit to make the arduous
journey to Washington to conduct business for Detroit and the territory with Congress (1, pg. 26). The
trip was required because of the system in place at that time under the first stage of territorial
progression to statehood. It would not be until the second stage that a territory was permitted to have a
non‐voting Congressional representative to bring its business to Washington while allowing the
Governors and Judges to remain in the territory and fulfill their duties without extended absences.
reference to Smith surveying in 1787 (above, pg. 11). Confusion in terms is seen as in 1764 James Collins became
Holland’s Deputy Surveyor General, but in 1891 Collins would use the terms “Deputy Surveyor” and “Assistant
Surveyors” as furnishing their personal instruments for performing their surveying contracts. Whether Deputy
Surveyors may have used assistants to help on their contracts in addition to chain‐bearers and axemen is not
known by me (6, pg. 56).
18
These details by Woodward allow determining about when the observations were made. The solar observation,
at a minimum, was for latitude to enable the sidereal (stellar) observation to be reduced by Smith to the bearing to
Polaris at Western Elongation at Detroit. The time interval between the two, which varies by date through the
year, suggests they were made close to the middle of July. See Appendix, Item 1.
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It might also help explain in part why the surveying dragged into 1806 and beyond. Smith would not
again be available for surveying until later in July of 1806. But it appears he was not rehired to continue
laying out the new plan. Governor Hull would hire Abijah Hull to assist Woodward. He is identified as
either a nephew (2, pg. 40) or cousin (8, pg. 208; Caldwell explains there were many Hulls with that
name in Derby, Connecticut, the hometown of both Hulls, making specific identification uncertain).
Abijah changed the boundaries of lots (1, pg. 28) perhaps meaning more rectangular blocks were
surveyed in the SW’ly portion. Abijah made an additional changes in lots in his 1807 plan (1, pg. 28).
Abijah Hull resigned in August 1808; Smith declined Governor Hull’s October 1808 invitation to return to
the survey. The end result of the surveys is best summarized by Farmer, “The main features of the plans
of 1805, 1806, and 1807 were undoubtedly the same, (1, pg. 28)” as the Google image on page 19
clearly confirms the basic concept was
retained.

Conducting the Survey “to lay out the
streets, squares, and lots.”

Woodward’s 1805 Plan of Detroit. Red centerlines [added]
intersect at stone in Campus Martius. Even though hand‐
drawn with an 1807 date, it is misleading; no copy of the
original exists. Other engraved print versions of this are
known, one at Library of Congress, one called 1824 Judd
Plan Clark Lib., U of M. Det. Publ. Lib, Burton Collection

The plan decided upon in 1805 was not the
typical rectangular layout seen in nearly all
early town plats, likely nothing ever
encountered by Smith. His work in Upper
Canada (now Ontario) had been of a series
of adjacent long narrow lots, or of
rectangular townships with square or
rectangular divisions. There is no
information to suggest Woodward had ever
attempted any survey activities prior to
participating here. The plan would be a
challenge, even for an experienced
surveyor (Smith was 51 years old with at
least 18 years surveying experience), one
that would require the surveyor to keep his
wits about him. Smith recalled, in an 1819
letter to the Detroit Land Board, that
Detroit had been laid off “…according to an
idea suggested by Mr. Justice Woodward
[to him] which required more than ordinary
pains [by himself] to be rendered
practicable (14, pg. 263).” Thus, Gentle’s
description of their efforts does not seem
surprising,

“But the most arduous and tedious
performance was the laying out and measuring
… into streets, lots, circles, and grand squares,
measuring and unmeasuring them, arranging
and deranging them, for the space of two full
months more. The patience of the people was
at length exhausted; and they became so clamorous at last that the Governor and Judges were constrained to
rest from their labors and agree to make a division of the lots” [in part for assignment and sale to the
inhabitants].
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The plan, as can be seen (above, pg. 17), is complex. Little wonder Gentle’s noting that they appeared to
be “measuring and unmeasuring them, arranging and deranging them, for the space of two full months
more …” and “By way of killing time, the judge went to work again with his instruments, and measured
the commons over and over for about three weeks more.” This could just be snide criticism of
Woodward, but more likely it discloses accurate insight into how the surveying progressed. Laying out
the equilateral (and right‐angle) triangles, the rectangular lots in the triangular blocks, the open public
spaces, and the several streets radiating out from a circle (the “Grand Circus”) would all be a challenge
at that time. Using a Surveyors Compass (called a sighting compass or Circumferentor by Canadian and
British surveyors) to control directions by the magnetic needle would likely doom their layout efforts to
failure. The Ontario Dept. of Lands and Forests records (10, pg. 24) show Detroit (still under British
control) had a theodolite assigned to it by 1791.19 One would be absolutely necessary for Smith to
accurately achieve this layout.20 Smith seems to confirm he had one, stating in a letter to the Detroit
Land Board in 1819, “… the Theodolite I sent over expressly for the use of the Town [one he must have
used in his first survey in 1805], and left in charge of Mr. Ball is purposely mutilated and damaged so as
to be utterly useless, and which cost me 150 dollars (14, pg. 265).” By that time theodolites had
telescopes and graduated circles with one, two, or three minute verniers, the latter two the most
common by 1805. The distance from the “Grand Circus” to the stone in “Campus Martius” is about half a
mile. At that distance an angle of one minute of arc, 1/60TH of a degree, encompasses two lines of sight
that have diverged enough to be about 0.75 of a foot (about 23 cm) apart. This level of accuracy would
be suitable to lay out Woodward’s complicated plan. The Google Earth image (below, pg. 19) compared
to Woodward’s 1805 (see pg. 17) demonstrably indicates Smith and Woodward were successful,
especially NW’ly of “Campus Martius.”
The Google Earth Pro ‘line measure tool’ inquiry of curb and building lines on Michigan, Washington,
and Woodward Avenues (within Woodward’s 1805 Plan of Detroit) discloses that the azimuths average
within 07’ of cardinal directions and bearings. The plan bearings (directions) were due West, due North,
and N30°W; consistently being within 10’ (a mean of 07’, a spread of 02’ to 20’) of these is better than
could be achieved with a Surveyors Compass (estimates of about 1/4 of a degree are possible but are in
no way repeatable in laying off directions as is a theodolite). The bearing of Miami Avenue (now
Broadway St.) appears to be within about a couple of minutes of N60°W while Madison Avenue is within
about 09’ of due West, both plan bearings. These early maps of Detroit do not show bearings, but
Farmer’s 1835 map (in the collection of Clark Library, University of Michigan) does show these same
bearings along with detailed dimensions; even descriptions by Smith in 1817 used them (14, pg.261).
Farmer must have been most particular as he calculates dimensions to three and four decimals of a
foot! Additionally, by the Google Earth Pro ‘line measure tool’ the two sides of the main equilateral
triangle scale between 4,000 and 4,020 feet to Jefferson Avenue, remarkably close to the original plan
distance of 4,000 feet. As noted on page 11, Smith had no chronometer but would have more typical
19

In 1791 John Collins, Deputy Surveyor General reported that he and his deputies (Deputy Surveyors) had “good,
horizontal theodolites.” Six of the best, improved “horizontal theodolites” were sent from London in 1785, going to
Deputy Surveyors at Gaspee, Chaleur Bay, St. Thomas, Detroit and Kingston, and to Mr. Collins’ son. In 1805
Thomas Smith was a Deputy Surveyor in Sandwich. For a long period, including at that time when the British still
had not surrendered their forts in Michigan, Detroit was a term applied to both sides of the Detroit River, a more
general regional term that was used by the French, then the British after 1763. It appears to be the meaning as
used by Collins since the Village of Detroit was in Michigan, not Upper Canada (Ontario). A “horizontal theodolite”
was capable of measuring horizontal angles accurately, but not vertical angles, in contrast to the Surveyors
Compass, or Circumferentor, that could only estimate an angle to about 1/4 of a degree at best.
20
A theodolite could accurately turn the even degrees of angles in the plan, the 30°, 60°, and 90° triangles.
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Goggle Earth Pro image of the area of the original 1805‐1807 Plan of Detroit. The orange lines are the
original plan truncated by Private Claims 1 and 55 on either side. The red dot is the stone in the center of
Campus Martius. The three sides of the main equilateral triangle are traced in yellow lines. GE Pro

survey equipment; these would include a Surveyors Compass or Circumferentor and a Gunter’s chain.21
It was earlier noted U.S. Deputy Surveyor Hough had a sextant with him in 1815. He checked its
adjustment with his own quadrant (11, 486, pg.140). Ladell quotes Collins (Surveyor General of Upper
Canada, 1791), “The Deputy Surveyor and the Assistant Surveyors [likely meaning the SG and DS’s]
furnish their own instruments for the ordinary business of surveying lands.” In listing his own equipment
Collins made note of a theodolite, an achromatic telescope, a Hadley’s quadrant; all would be useful in
determining latitude, even longitude (6, pg. 56‐57). Part of the examination of a DS, described above on
page 12 and 13, was to include determining “… the sufficiency of his surveying instruments (6, pg. 79).”
Clearly each DS had his own instruments.
As a surveyor, I would have strongly considered at first making a preliminary layout of the plan in part.
This could be readily accomplished since the distance from the base (being the existing road, to be
named Jefferson Avenue) NW’ly along Woodward Ave to “Campus Martius” could be computed easily
by trigonometry since it was a 30°‐60° triangle, once the length of the base line was decided.22 Once that
21

From Colonial times in the 16TH century the British had used and preferred using the Gunter’s chain. The British
Colonies and later British Quebec were largely agricultural areas, land area (cited in acres) was of primary interest.
By the 1760s Britain ruled nearly all of North America east of the Mississippi River; their survey practices prevailed
throughout the entire area, carrying over after the Revolutionary War into the Land Ordinance of 1785. Acreage
was easily compute measuring distances in chains as 10 square chains is an acre.
22
Since the sides of the main equilateral triangle were 4,000 feet, the distance from Jefferson to the location for
the stone would be 2,000 feet x tangent of 30°, computed as distance1,154.701 feet (by electronic calculator with
15‐place trig functions). Likewise, the distance from the stone to Washington is identical; Farmer on his 1835 map
lists it as 1,154.699 feet; he must have been adept at using logs for computing. Since it seems certain Smith was
using a Gunter’s chain, he would determine the equivalent distance to be 17.495 chains; if feeling it necessary to
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location was preliminarily fixed, the stone could be placed and the detailed lay out of the plan begun.
Jefferson Avenue would then be finalized in location and alignment by the final survey lay out. This
would contribute, in part, to Gentle’s claim, as an observer not knowledgeable of survey procedures,
that the same repeated measurements were being made.
By my assessment, the most logical procedure to lay out this plan that seems best and easiest with the
equipment available (theodolite and chain) would be to begin at the center of the “Grand Circus” circle
at the top (see image of plan, pg. 17). But Farmer’s History states they first started surveying at the
stone monument in the center of “Campus Martius,” requiring that they get to the center of the “Grand
Circus” from the stone. Going straight up Woodward would not be advisable as determining the exact
distance would not necessarily be easy or certain by computation procedures at that time (survey texts
in that time period typically show such computations used logarithms of both trig functions and
distances). The easiest route, being that the plan was based around the main equilateral triangle, with
the three intersecting perpendicular bisectors of the three vertices (the angles formed by the two sides
at each vertex), would be to measure West along the centerline of Michigan (that passed through the
stone at the center of “Campus Martius;” Michigan being reduced to half its original width in a later
layout) to the centerline of Washington Avenue (now Boulevard), then North (at a right angle) along that
centerline to the center of “Grand Circus.” The dimensions along these lines would be readily
determined geometrically; the perpendicular bisector would intersect at 2,000 feet from the center of
the “Grand Circus,” as measured along the centerline of Washington Avenue. (100‐foot “Engineer’s
Chains” of 100 links, each 1.00 feet long, were in use at that time. But the records of that period only
mention the standard Gunter’s chain used by surveyors (also of 100 links, each equivalent to 0.66 of a
foot, in total, equivalent to 66.00 feet, or 20.117m, but the conversion from feet to the equivalent
distance in chains was a simple arithmetic operation for surveyors who are dexterous in both.) The
distance from the stone to Washington Avenue would be easily determined by Smith as already noted.
Also, these two streets, the sides of “Campus Martius,” and Madison Avenue are the only lines that
appear to run due North and due West, which orientations would have been determined by the
astronomical observation procedures already explained. Gentle’s criticism that Woodward was
“…measuring and unmeasuring …, arranging and deranging” the streets and lots is not necessarily true,
probably only a cutting remark. Laying off each radial street would mean returning to the center of
“Grand Circus” each time so as to use the theodolite to turn off the next 30° angle for the alignment of
the next radial centerline by which to measure off the blocks and lots in that next section. It would be
easy to distort such a repeated procedure into a criticism.
Note that the perimeter of the overall plan is a square, with the circle at the top end at the upper vertex
of the main equilateral triangle which has its base along Jefferson Avenue near the river; the sides of the
triangle were to be 4,000 feet long (2, pg. 40) (the plan was originally dimensioned in feet, perhaps
because Woodward, not being a surveyor, was unfamiliar with them), scaling very close to this value
using Google Earth Pro. (See evaluation of the plan layout above on page 19.) To reiterate, from each of
the three vertices of the main triangle three perpendicular bisecting lines extend across to the opposite
sides, all three intersecting at a single point, the point at which the entire plan would be fixed on the
great stone at the center of “Campus Martius.” See the plan image (page 17) and the Google Earth
image (page 18). These are used to form four smaller equilateral triangles framed by the bisectors and
the two upper sides of the main triangle. At the top and bottom are four half equilateral triangles (30°‐
be precise, he could estimate distances to 0.1 of a link of the chain (about 3/4’s of an inch, or about 2 cm). Using
the Google Earth Pro ‘line measure tool,’ the distances scale about 1,150 feet to Washington and about 1,160 feet
to Jefferson. That is a reasonable agreement; changes to the area south of “Campus Martius” would take place
over the next two years.
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60° triangles) along the top of the perimeter square and the base of the large equilateral triangle along
Jefferson. All these elements are streets with additional blocks and streets within these smaller
triangles, within which a series of internal smaller bisected equilateral triangles (oriented to the
rectangular sides) formed the street patterns, and bounded on three sides by half equilateral triangles
(30°‐60° triangles). Below the base are rectangular and square blocks oriented parallel with the base,
extending to the river. This overall pattern (the square) could be duplicated by repeated contiguous
duplicate patterns of the original to the east or west, or mirror images of it, built up around the original.
The plan is also described as a hexagon in that a mirror image of it laid off contiguous on the north edge
on the “Grand Circus” circle would form a hexagonal street pattern around the circle. Woodward
envisioned repeating this in all directions as the city grew.
But like other grand visions for cities, it was
only used once, probably prevented from
being duplicated by the fact that the series
of Private Claims to each side were privately
owned by individuals reluctant to have their
lands cobbled up as parts of a repeating
plan that didn’t neatly conform to their
boundaries.23 The Private Claims in Detroit
did dictate much of the layout of plats
within each, as seen by the many streets
and blocks oriented and controlled by the
size of each, especially their narrow widths
(See GE Pro images of Detroit, pages 2 and
18). The end result of the surveying of the
original plan for Detroit encountering
reality, i.e. – the Private Claims, is seen in
John Mullett’s 1830 plat (City Surveyor, 1,
pg. 969) of the area within the “commons”
as finally laid out (see image at right). The
“commons” tapered in width as it ran NW’ly
back from the river which along with the
adjoining Private Claims 1 and 55 truncated
the E’ly and W’ly sides of Woodward’s
master plan. The SW’ly portion and the S’ly
part of the SE’ly portion were
Mullett’s 1830 plat of Detroit. Compare to GE Pro image pg.
“retangularized” more extensively than
18, has bar scale, no dimensions, Brush Farm (PC 1) on right.
envisioned in the original plat. Perhaps that
Det. Publ. Lib, Burton Collection
reflected Gentle’s report that “the
Governor and Judges were constrained … and agree[d] to make a division of the lots.” Reverting to a
simpler, hence faster, rectangular layout would speed up the ability to make lots available. It is also the
area of the original fort with its rectangular street pattern; some inhabitants wanted new lots near to
their original house locations.
23

Woodford makes much the same claim, noting, “Many people could see no sense in platting subdivisions back
of the town proper; they preferred to use the common to pasture their livestock. Farmers with land adjoining the
domain had visions of their property being cut up into avenues, parks and circuses of Woodward's devising. The
prospect depressed them. Some citizens found fault because the lots on the common were too small (2, pg. 47).”
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Conclusions:
The original plan is attributed to Woodward. It is unlikely that Smith would conceive such a plan. Farmer
credited it to Woodward. Woodford summarized the feelings of the day in 1805:

“… [C]riticism and ill‐feeling centered more upon him than his colleagues. Although carrying out the town
plan was the joint responsibility of the Governor and Judges, it was popularly ascribed to him alone because
he was the author and it was known as the Woodward Plan. Therefore, he bore the brunt of public
resentment (2, pg. 46).”
Woodward had carried a copy of L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, DC, probably from about 1795, pasted
in his pocket journal (something he carried with him daily throughout his life) in which he kept ideas of
interest, and other records. However, Woodward’s plan bore only somewhat similar features to
Washington which had a more random, or less geometrically rigid, number of diagonal, angling streets
radiating diagonally from squares superimposed on a rectangular street pattern and was tied to
topographical points considered important for major buildings envisioned by L’Enfant. Two of its
features influenced the design of Detroit: The overall square shape of Washington, DC, with the corners
cardinally oriented to give it an overall diamond appearance in plan and the broad streets radiating out
from rectangles. Woodward had lived in Washington just after it had been built. The design for Detroit
incorporated these ideas as the overall perimeter was a square, but with the sides cardinally oriented,
and a central rectangle (“Campus Martius”) with broad streets radiating outward from it. But in
contrast, Woodward’s plan was conspicuously and rigorously geometric but not obviously so at ground
level due to the large scale it encompassed); this fact seems to indicate Woodward must have studied
mathematics in his studies. In his letter to Secretary of State Madison March 14, 1807, after clarifying his
role, Woodward adds, “The wit is unquestionably handsome, and appropriate.” Woodward may have
been taking credit for what he considered a great idea, as the ability to perceive this idea that is ample
in scope and can be expanded over a large area. One definition of wit is “The natural ability to perceive
and understand (19).” All this strongly reinforces the concept for the design was his.
But it was definitely oriented around and anchored to the great stone at which the astronomical
observations were initially made. The question next becomes who drew it? It is an intriguing question
since Woodward’s drawing and drafting ability or experience is not known. In writing Madison March
14, 1807 he stated, “It is true I assisted him in taking a meridian line, and in adjusting his survey, both on
paper, and on the ground (15, pg. 194).” But in 1819 Smith himself wrote to the Detroit Land Board that
Detroit had been laid off “…according to an idea suggested by Mr. Justice Woodward [to him] which
required more than ordinary pains [by himself] to be rendered practicable (14, pg. 263);” practicable
would mean defining the details of streets, squares, blocks, lots, alleys and dimensions before his field
work to lay it off on the ground. Through the letter Woodward’s statement, “It is not true that thirty
days and thirty nights were employed in taking observations (15, pg. 194),” he was still defending
himself against some of Gentle’s libel; knowledge of the outcome of the legal proceedings against
Gentle would never travel as far or fast from Detroit as the untrue accusations against Woodward had,
even though Woodward had written rebuttals in the same papers that carried Gentle’s false and
misleading claims. The majority of the thirty days, likely even more, was spent in laying out the plan in
1805.
But Woodward’s letter makes it clear he was not in charge of either drafting or surveying as Farmer
portrays or alludes to. Smith, as a surveyor, having both experience and drafting equipment, drew it,
most likely per Woodward’s supervision of finalizing his vision for Detroit. The examination and
qualification process for a Deputy Surveyor in Canada demonstrate that Smith knew geometry and
trigonometry which would enable him to understand Woodward’s geometric and geodetic visions for
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the plan. Additionally as a surveyor, Smith would consider details and issues like dimensions of lots and
specific shapes of the blocks to make it more easily renderable for survey layout on the ground.
Woodward had official duties to address as a Territorial official during the time of the layout of the plan.
Although he may have been available to help in the surveying at times but it seems logical that Smith
had chainmen he usually employed who did most of the measuring. However, when Smith laid off
Provincial Townships he used a much larger crew than the U.S. Deputy Surveyors laying off US PLSS GLO
Townships. In 1792 a Provincial Deputy Surveyor might have a crew of 11: the Deputy Surveyor, 2 chain‐
bearers, and 8 axemen, being allowed up to nearly a month to complete a 10‐square mile township of
100 square miles, compared to the typical U.S. Deputy Surveyor crew of perhaps 5 or 6: the Deputy
Surveyor, perhaps a compass man, 2 chainmen, and 2 axemen, typically completing a 6‐square mile
township of 36 square miles in one week. Obviously, lines were cleared more thoroughly or extensively
in surveying the Provincial Townships. The Deputy Surveyors in both situations hired their own survey
crew members, usually for the job or survey contract. But Smith would only need his two chain‐bearers
for laying out the new plan of Detroit; the “commons” was wide open space.

Epilogue
In 2004 Marty Dunn, PS30081, supervising survey services for
construction in Campus Martius participated in recovery of the
stone monument (see image at left) at which the 1805 layout
survey by Smith of the plan of Detroit was begun (see pg. 9,
footnote 10). It is a quarried granite monument,24 or pillar, about 8
inches square about six feet long, now secured in place in vault
(aka a manhole) with a glass cover in a paved plaza. Farmer had
memorialized it as a large stone in his History (1, pg. 26) and it was
embellished in myth and reports of witnesses who sat on it in their
youth. But such a boulder would not be suitable for a survey
monument as was this recovered monument, being of suitable size
over which a survey instrument such as a theodolite could be set
up. As Smith was a Provincial Deputy Surveyor doing surveys
similar to those by US Deputy Surveyors in the PLSS, he likely first
set a squared wood post that both typically set in their surveys.
Two records of the Land Board indicate much consideration was
being given to monumenting points in the original plan around
1820. At a meeting of the Land Board June 8, 1819 several
resolutions were passed regarding the Territorial Surveyor (the
office established for Abijah Hull in 1808) and various duties to be
performed that included the following requirements for stone
monuments, which were to be … planted and fixed at the distance
of twenty feet from the front of the section on the avenues, and [several other locations] … stone[s] at
least four feet long, one foot broad and one foot thick, which shall be polished or smoothed on one side
for half the length (14, pp. 126‐128). And again at a meeting, the only one in 1821, indicating continued
survey work by Smith, states, “Requisition, T. Smith, 1821: It would appear that the public looks to Mr. S.
for to rectify the errors that have crept into the survey of the city, but surely they cannot suppose that
he is accountable for the several changes made by different surveyors during sixteen years without his
Recovered quarried granite stone
monument recovered at center of
Campus Maritius 2004, the Point
of Origin of original 1805 Detroit
survey. James Foster, City of
Detroit
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See Detroit Urbanism – Uncovering the History of Our Roads, Borders, and Built Environment, Paul Szewczyk
blogspot for much information on this as well as the Marty Dunn information on page 9, footnote 10.
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knowledge. Required that the city chain be sent to the blacksmith to be adjusted … One [illegible word,
possibly “chamfered”] stone of a foot square to be set in the line of Jefferson Avenue at the angle of the
principal base, 5 or 6 feet in length (14, pp. 268).” The accompanying sketch showed one side with the
word Jefferson and N60E, the other with Woodward and N30W. Apparently this was intended for the
intersection of Woodward and Jefferson with the bearings matching those at which they were laid out.
In April of the same year Hervey Parke, a surveyor from New York, passed through Detroit along
Woodward Avenue, on his way to Pontiac to seek survey contracts in the PLSS. In the vicinity of Grand
Circus, then vacant land, he “… observed four upright large stone of quarried granite, placed in the form
of a square, five or six rods from each other, said to be for the purpose of starting points for
measurements on the angle [bearings] for streets (20, pg. 573).” Obviously, with Smith then still
performing surveying services for Detroit, he is most likely the one who set the stone monument, c.
1819, as its dimensions are very similar to those specified in 1819. Lastly, Farmer’s detailed plat of 1835
(in the collection of Clark Library, University of Michigan) shows many proposed places to be preserved
by stone monuments such as described above, including the Point of Origin.
TTH
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Appendix
1. Solar and sidereal observations same day within 14 or 15 hours; Campus Martius, per
Woodward.
Point of Origin, Detroit: Latitude 42° 19’ 53.60”N; Longitude 83°02’48.28”W (GE)/15° of longitude per
hour = 5H 32M 11S later than Greenwich noon. Therefore, in doing the solar observation for latitude the
local time is known relative to the Greenwich Meridian, as the sun is on (crossing) the local meridian:
5H 32M 11S time difference of local noon Detroit (Day 1) west from Greenwich Meridian
+12H Greenwich noon time of Sun crossing Greenwich Meridian (for Sun’s declination Detroit)
17H 30M Greenwich time of local noon Detroit for solar observation for latitude (Day 1)
+14H later (for time of sidereal observation of Polaris for azimuth in Detroit)
31H 30M Greenwich time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (Day 1)
=7H 30M Greenwich time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (Day 2); 8H 30M ‐15H diff
‐ 5H
convert Greenwich Time to Local Civil Time
H
M
2 30 AM Local Civil Time sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (Day 2); 3H 30M ‐15H diff
Or, for local time:
12H 00M pm, local solar noon Detroit (Day 1) = solar observation for latitude (D1)
+14H later (for time of sidereal observation of Polaris for azimuth in Detroit)
26H 00M local solar time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (D1)
= 2H 00M am*, local solar time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (D2),
+ 5H 30M convert to Greenwich Time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit
= 7H 30M am, Greenwich Time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (D2),
‐ 5H
convert Greenwich time to Local Civil Time
H
M
= 2 30 am*, Local Civil Time of sidereal observation for azimuth in Detroit (D2),
an observation for azimuth of meridian line for project alignment.
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*Thus, there could not be double observations of Polaris for meridian determination in July; made single
observation at Western Elongation (Eastern Elongation was at 2H 30M pm). Solar observation was for
latitude, not meridian determination, but was needed for bearing of angle to Polaris at that latitude.
Estimate of 1805 date of Det. observation based upon obs. of Polaris at Western Elongation for meridian
azimuth: using Figure 9, Star Visibility Chart (Local Civil Time of Upper Culmination of 8 selected stars,
for Polaris) (16, p. 70): To determine approximate date of observation by Thomas Smith in layout of Plan
for Detroit in 1805).
From Fig. 9: Jul 1: 7.9am LCT UC D2; 1.9am WE D2; 2.9am WE D2 for 15H diff (but obs. was 0.4 H earlier*)
*Observation: ~ Jul 13: 2.5am WE D2; 8.5am LCT UC D2; for 14.5H diff (WE time falls between Jul 1 and
Aug 1; interpolating between them for date that agrees with Woodward time estimate)
Thus, it seems likely Smith did observations first in surveying layout of plan, about mid‐month.
From Fig. 9: Aug 1: 5.8am LCT UC D2; 11.9pm WE D1; 0.9pm WE D2 for 15H diff
From Fig. 9: Sep 1: 3.7am LCT UC D2; 9.7pm WE D1; 10.9pm WE D1 for 15H diff
From Fig. 9: Oct 1: 1.6am LCT UC D2; 7.6pm† WE D1; 7.6am EE D2
†double observations of Polaris (WE and EE) possible on same night;
Notes: LCT – Local Civil Time, UC – Upper Culmination of Polaris (on meridian), WE – West Elongation
position of Polaris, EE – Eastern Elongation, D1 – current day, D2 – next day.
Equation of Time ignored (small value in July) to demonstrate analysis of determining date of
observation. EOT is significant vlaue by October.
2016 Ephemeris (Comparison: Actual current ephemeris times to Figure 9 Obs. Handbook times)
2016
Date

S U N <----- For 0 hrs Universal Time ---->|<---- Polaris ---- 0 hrs UT --->
Declination --- GHA --- Eq o Time Semi-Di|Declination ---GHA--- -- TUC --d m s
d m s
m s
m s
d m s
d m s
h m s
Jul 1 FR +23 05 15.1 179 02 25.6 -03 50.29 15 45.5 89 19 37.7 236 33 07.4 8 12 26.6
Dec 1 TH -21 49 42.8 182 44 56.0 +10 59.73 16 14.8 89 20 09.3 26 32 24.1 22 10 11.9

e.g.‐ Figure 9:
e.g.‐ Ephemeris:
Figure 9:
Ephemeris:

Dec 1=9.6pm UC+0.5h(correction to ST)=10.1pm 2016:
(16, pp. 66‐70 )
Dec 1 TUC=(22‐10‐11.9)pm=10.2pm, verifying Table 9
(17, Dec. 1 and Jul. 1)
Jul 1=7.9am UC+0.5h(corr. to ST)=8.4am+5.0h(corr. to ST)=13.4pmEST‐6.0h=7.4pmEST WE
Jul 1 TUC=8.2am+5.0h(correction to EST)=13.2pmEST‐6.0h=7.2amEST WE

Figure 9 from the Sokkia Celestial Observation Handbook and Ephemeris is shown below (16, pg. 70).
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2. Bearing of Polaris at Elongation
Smith’s observation for latitude and azimuth, the latter to determine the meridian and bearings by
which to align the new Plan of Detroit likely occurred mid‐July 1805 on Campus Martius, the Point of
Origin for Detroit at: Lat. 42° 19’ 53.60”N; Long. 83°02’48.28”W (GE). Part 1 above determined that it
was at the Western Elongation of Polaris. His observation defined a temporary reference point N’ly of
the stone. Having placed the reference point in line with his sighting to Polaris, he needed to compute
its bearing angle west of north. Once determined, Smith would sight the reference point and turn the
bearing angle to the right, thereby sighting due North along the meridian of longitude of the stone on
which he established a permanent reference point to use in the layout of Woodward’s plan for Detroit.
The bearing to elongation of Polaris varied by latitude. His solar observation for latitude by measuring
the vertical angle up to the Sun at local noon allowed him to compute the latitude of the stone and use
that latitude to determine the bearing to Polaris. Although it could be done, tables were available in
such survey texts as Flint’s Treatise on Surveying, providing already computed tables in which the
bearing by latitude by year. As it changes so gradually by only about 25 to 30 arc seconds a year and only
about 1 arc minute and 6 arc seconds to 1 arc minute and 9 arc seconds for every 30 arc seconds change
in latitude, the value for the location could be interpolated by proration as needed. The level of accuracy
needed for Smith’s survey project would only be needed to the nearest arc minute, sufficient for use
with his theodolite (which at that time may have had either a one, two, or three arc minute vernier,
most likely the latter two) when laying off angles. The table from the text (18, pg. 78) is reproduced in
part, for the latitudes encompassing the latitude of Detroit:
A Table showing the Elongation of the North Star (partial from text).
Latitud. 1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
42°
2° 19’ 44” 2° 19’ 18” 2° 18’ 51” 2° 18’ 25” 2° 17’ 58”
42° 30’
2 20 51
2 20 24
2 19 58
2 19 31
2 19 5
43°
2 22 0
2 21 33
2 21 6
2 20 40
2 20 13

Although it is titled “A Table showing the Elongation of the North Star,” the name is incorrect or at least
misleading. The value given for each year would be for mid‐year, the end of June, beginning of July.
Thus, the values would be sufficient for Smith to use without interpolation as the vernier of the
theodolite was only for one minute of arc. But the change for the latitude of Detroit is about 2/3RDS of
the 30 arc minutes from 42° to 42°30’ in 1805, which over that range changes in value by only 1 arc
minute and 7 arc seconds, being about 44 arc seconds, which gives a value of 2°20’28.” As stated, the
title is misleading as it is actually “A Table showing the Bearing Angle of the Elongation of the North Star
per Latitude.” Smith’s sighting of Polaris at Western Elongation was at a west bearing angle for
elongation of 2°20’28” West of due North; by turning that angle to the right from his temporary
reference point, he would be sighting due North and could set a permeant reference point stake for the
project. He would most likely use an angle of 2°20’ on the vernier; the angle of 28” was insignificant for
his field work of laying off the new plan.
Contact info: E‐mail: jnowensps@gmail.com, 11777 Lancewood Dr., MI 48653, Ph 810/869‐0944
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